TUTORIAL
Gulp tutorial 2.0

1. Log-In
Enter your username and password in the corresponding text fields and
click on “enter to Gulp”.

Warning: Gulp works with sessions(*)
If no operations are carried out for 15 minutes, repeat the log-in.
It is not possible to make several logs-in at the same time using
the same access keys.
To exit the programme, you first need to log-out by clicking on
push-button “LOGOUT” or access will be denied for
6 minutes.
* Session: dialogue between two logical units (network server and application package) for
long-lasting communications.

2. Home
After the log-in, the “home” page appears with a list of documents
to be translated.
Each document of the list is displayed as shown below:
Name

Author

Insert date

Description
Translation
language

Administrator

Translator
Translation
progress

Validator
Validation
progress
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3. Services
Translate

Click on “Translate” to open the screenful with the list of pages contained
in the document.
The following data are displayed for each page of the list:
Percentage of translated sentences*;
Total number of sentences*;
Number of sentences* to be translated;
(*) Each table or picture in the page is considered as a sentence.
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Select one page to display the list of the sentences contained in it.

Click on icon:
To open a text field
where you can translate
or change a sentence.

Click on icon:
To search for tags with similar sentences.
This function must be enabled before clicking
on the icon for sentence translation.

If the sentence contains symbols, drag them into the text field.
Gulp is set to view only the sentences to be translated.
Sometimes you may need to view all the sentences, i.e. when you need to
correct a previously translated sentence.
All the sentences can be displayed by clicking on:
To display only the sentences to be translated click again on:
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It is also possible to change images based on your needs

When you find an image on a page in Gulp click the image, there
will be listed the available images.
It is enough to click one of the images to switch to that one.

If your user is enabled there is also a special function to upload a
new image in connection with your images database usually
managed by your administration.
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A document could also need to use icons combined with images.
Gulp has a powerful feature that lets you choose your preferred
icon by a set, combine it with your image and also insert a caption
translation on each icon selected.

Click the set of icons, the system will show you the availables
icons.

To combine an icon just click the position where you would like
to set the icon, then click the icon you prefer.
When you are back to the Gulp page you see the preview of
the icons you've just selected and the sentences of the
captions to translate.
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Some documents should be created partially “empty” as masters.
It could be helpful to let each country manage descriptions and
also bullet-point lists of, as an example key features of a product.
Gulp let the users enter their text descriptions but also helps the
user retrieving similar sentences by the use of the dictionary

When you see one of these kind of sentences this will be with
yellow background as in picture.
Just insert your “description” as suggested or click the “Ab”
button to get some suggestions.
If a similar translation is already translated a click the “COPY”
button to quote that translation to your actual sentence

Gulp starts new paragraphs automatically but sometimes you need
to make it manually by pressing the key “Enter” on the keyboard.
This should be done ONLY when the source language
on the left contains “new paragraphs”.
When translation is completed or modified, click on “save” under the text
area.
If the tag is not saved or wrong images or sentences are displayed,
we suggest that you reload the browser page.

Access to this function is only possible to translators.
When all tags are translated, a red band appears in the upper part of
the document asking for confirmation.
Before you confirm, make sure that all tags are correct because after
confirmation the tags can only be displayed and changes are no more
possible.
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View original

To download the original file of the document to be translated.
The file is available in PDF format and is saved as a file .zip
Save the file on your desktop to avoid too many downloads
from the server.

Export PDF / Export Single Page

To create a PDF file of the translated document.
The PDF file should be created only when all tags contained in the page
have been translated to avoid too many downloads from the server and
long waits for the other users.

Export for print

To create a high-resolution PDF file suitable for printing.
This function is restricted to administrators and can be enabled
only upon request by validators.

Validate

When the translator sends the document to validate the validator will
receive a notice where you are prompted to accept the document.
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The validator can:
- Access clicking on "Click here to validate";
- Refuse the document that will be sent to the administrator or to the 2nd
validator.

Access to this function is only allowed to validators.
Click on “Validate” to open a screenful with the list of translated pages
in the document.
Select one page to display the list of sentences contained in it.
The validator checks that all translated sentences are correct and clicks
on “Validate page”.

When all tags are validated, a red band appears in the upper part of the
document asking for confirmation.
When this operation is completed,
the validator can only display the document (but not make changes) which
is available only to the administrator.
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The new menu in the lower part of the page.
When you open a page, a menu is displayed in the lower part which makes
surfing much easier.

To return to the home page
To return to the beginning of the page
To return to the end of page
To open a box with the original document.
To download the original document
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A new banner in the upper part of the page indicates
you the section you are working in and the user name
with which you logged in.
The PDF icon is an active icon:
- by clicking it you will find the pdfs available for
download or generation of all yours docs
- when you start generating a pdf in hi or low quality
this icon starts animating and indicates the
state of you requested job.
Gulp answers and notices you for each action you
request or any information Gulp need to inform you.
Here follow a notice example by Gulp

When you receive a new notice Gulp appears and tells you which is the
actions requested, you can postpone the execution of the actions and
these remain collected until you don't proceed.
You can access your notices archive by clicking the yellow banner on the
upper part of the Gulp documents page. The absence of the yellow
banner means that you don't have any open notice
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Overtext
When the letters in the translation box exceed the available space, a
yellow box (´Overtext´) shows that.
In this case the translator should try to reduce the number of letters.

When there is an over-text Gulp makes attempts to adapt it.
When you export the PDF you´ll see yellow text if the adaptation
succeeds.If you export the high resolution PDF you won´t see yellow text.
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